Winners of 2018 Mobile Breakthrough Awards Program Announced

Program Recognizes Top Mobile and Wireless Companies and Solutions Around the Globe

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) October 24, 2018 -- Mobile Breakthrough, an independent organization that recognizes the top companies, technologies and products in the global wireless and mobile market, today announced the winners of the 2018 Mobile Breakthrough Awards program. The winning Mobile Breakthrough selections showcase wireless and mobile technologies and companies that push ingenuity and exemplify the best in mobile technology solutions across the globe.

The mission of the Mobile Breakthrough Awards is to honor excellence and recognize the innovation, hard work and success in a range of mobile and wireless technology categories, including Cloud Computing, Mobile Management, Wireless and Broadband, Mobile Analytics, IoT and Smart City and many more. The program attracted more than 2,000 award nominations from over 12 different countries throughout the world.

Winning products and companies were selected based on a variety of criteria, including most innovative and technologically advanced products and services, with the ultimate goal of recognizing the “Break Through” solutions for each mobile technology and company.

“2018 has been a tremendous year for the wireless and mobile industry, with exciting developments and real-world deployments for groundbreaking new wireless technologies such as 5G and advanced Internet-of-Things applications,” stated James Johnson, managing director, Mobile Breakthrough. “We are thrilled to recognize an impressive winners circle for our 2018 Mobile Breakthrough Awards program as these industry leaders usher in a new era of advanced mobile solutions around the world.”

The 2018 Mobile Breakthrough Award winners include:

Industry Leadership
Commercial 5G Solution of the Year: Sprint
Social Impact Award: Kumbaya
CEO of the Year: David Hagan, Boingo Wireless

Wireless
Next Gen Wi-Fi Operator Deployment of the Year: Sprint
Wireless Router of the Year: Advantech B+B SmartWorx, SmartFlex LTE-WiFi Gateway
GPS-based Solution of the Year: Skyworks Solutions, Inc.
Rural Wireless Solution of the Year: Kumbaya

Internet-of-Things
IoT Platform of the Year: Cisco Kinetic for Smart Cities
Overall IoT Solution Provider of the Year: Particle
IoT Innovation Award: Toshiba America Client Solutions, Inc. (TACS), dynaEdge AR Smart Glasses

Broadband
Residential Broadband Internet Solution Provider of the Year: Boingo Wireless
Overall Wireless Broadband Solution of the Year: Sprint

Small Cell
Small Cell Technology Innovation of the Year: Skyworks Solutions, Inc.
Small Cell Technology Solution Provider of the Year: Waterford Consultants

Mobile Apps and Management
Mobile App Innovation of the Year: Rogers Communications
Business App of the Year: Cubic Transportation Systems, Cubic Mobile Suite
Mobile App Management Solution of the Year: VMware Workspace ONE

VoIP and Unified Communications
Unified Communications Solution of the Year: VirtualPBX
Enterprise VoIP Solution of the Year: Votacall
Enterprise VoIP Company of the Year: Vonage

About Mobile Breakthrough
Part of the Tech Breakthrough Awards organization, the Mobile Breakthrough Awards program is devoted to honoring excellence in mobile and wireless technology companies, products and people. The Mobile Breakthrough Awards provide a platform for public recognition around the achievements of breakthrough mobile companies and products in categories including Cloud Computing, Mobile Management and Security, Wireless and Broadband, Mobile Analytics, IoT and Smart City technology, WLAN, WiFi and more. For more information visit MobileBreakthroughAwards.com.
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